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About This Content

The following characters' costumes will be available in Free Battle and Online Battle of NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: Ultimate
Ninja STORM Revolution:
Sakura (Summer Clothes)

Ino (Summer Clothes)
Hinata (Summer Clothes)
Tenten (Summer Clothes)
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher with latest Service Pack

Processor: 2.3 GHz Dual Core or AMD

Memory: 1 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB video cards Pixel Shader 4.0 (Geforce 8xxx-ATI HD2xxx)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space
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naruto shippuden ultimate ninja storm revolution - dlc3 summer cloth pack

A shame about this pack, personally I hated Thor:Dark World and feel it's the weakest Marvel Movie... None of these characters
are particularly exciting to play as, being just generic warriors with swords and axes. I've literally only used Kurse from this
entire pack and that's about it.

Jane Foster has no powers thus is completely useless... I guess Lady Sif is alrgith if you really need your woman warrior fix,
though Gamora in the vanilla game covers that.

The other pack, the Super Pack is where the goodies are (Dark Phoenix especially... she's just that overpowered)

Personally I'd only get this pack for sake of completetion.. Oi m8! This game is well good innit roit!? You got a loicence to
make games this good m8!?
Did you slav or did you lose?. Highly boring attempt at SHMUP. This game should be sell 3 $ max. You are basically stuck on
the same small zone and waves of ennemies attack you, you have to clean the same waves 3 times, then the level is complete.
you got 10 missions based on the level with same objective, then a new "map" which is the same one but a different color.
you will use the same 4 weapons the entire time, using the same technics to clean those waves.... as you progress some small
variety and type of ennemies or quantity can be noticed... this is the most grindy and boring SHMUP I have ever played and I
would be okay with that if it was a student project sold for a few bucks on steam..... wut a masterpiece 11/10. I really like the
game so far and the dev is awesome.
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This game would be amazing if they updated a couple of things and people actually played it. In other words, I'd rate it a 7/10
. Sadly what could have been so much more remains to be a badly executed Total War ripoff.. Like that they included content
for all teams and a neat rocket boost but HOW COULD THERE NOT AT THE VERY LEAST BE A RESKIN OF THE
BALLISTIC GOAL EXPLOSION, BUT WITH BASEBALLS!!!!!!!????? Please. Make. That.

Then it will be complete.. This game was a quick cheap buy, because well it looked fun and reminded me of the old games of
Pheonix and Astroid. The game is basically of the spaceship joystick\/mouse fly around and shoot other spaceships game. The
graphics are just ok and the music kind of a scifi-trip theme, but nothing really really to blow you away. You get to choose a
spaceship based on what you like, speed, fire power, health with names like Rio,Volga,Potomac and Euphrates and protect the
Blue Shield Alliance's power generators on colonized planets. Such and Mars, Pluto and the Moon. The character roster is short
with Admiral Herman, engineer Dana, a robot named B-177e and a frigate pilot named Valgard. The bad guys are just easily
named Cons and well that's about it. There is a single \/ co op story mode and you have a survival mode. Go back and beat top
scores with free play mode also. The game is fun and you can kill a hour or so but, with-out a team or co op friends you get
stuck\/can't really progress in story mode. This game is almost like you do need the team\/friends to beat it. It'll be lots of fun
with them, but it puts a damper on beating the actual story mode and playing as a single player. Buy if you have lined up friends
to get it too or its on sale like when I did and have a few hours to kill.. The Bombardier ALP-45DP does not seem to have the in-
cab signaling as specified in the post. This seems to be a problem with the new ALP-46 as well. As a former EL towerman I was
also disapointed in the detail of the Hoboken Terminal and the waterfront. Missing lots of features such as the old West End
tower at the tunnel outlets, Relay huts and electric hardware at Grove Street X-overs, Large Train timtable display in terminal,
Path entrances and ferry slips etc. All the things that make it look like its been there for years instead of built yesterday.. DO
NOT BUY THIS GAME IT IS A WASTE OF MONEY! This game work fine just long enough for steam not to give a refund
the game is no longer supported by its creator's. i downloaded this for my 3yr old son. but since have never played it becuse its
not setup for the steam controller.. I found the parts of this game I could get through dull and unsatisfying. The dialog felt long
winded and though the story had a few interesting creepy moments there were just to few for me; I just didn't feel immersed or
pulled in at all.
I found myself frustrated often and unsatisfied with the results once past the trouble spot to the point where it (for me) wasn't
even worth playing anymore once  I managed to get irreparably stuck in the second fresco puzzle by opening the sketchpad to
rearrange the symbols before finding the last one; which after and hour and a half of VERY slowly going over and over the
entire fresco with the candle I gave up trying to find.  I estimate I got through about half the game at that point.. Bugged to the
core, bad control, poor balance and on top poor challenging hazard through the game.
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